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G R A M M A R
Complete the article by filling the gaps with proper verb form or verb tense. Write your answers in
the spaces below the article. Example: (00) has received
UK’s oldest art school gets record £10m gift from Tetra Pak heir
Britain’s oldest art school, a 250-year-old institution that offers postgraduate students a free three-year art
course, – 00 – (receive) its biggest ever donation. The Royal Academy of Arts said yesterday that the £10m
gift from the Tetra Pak heir Hans Rausing – 01 – (go) to restoring and renewing a historic central London
campus which many people do not even realise – 02 – (exist). The RA School was founded in 1769 and –
03 – (teach) artists including IMW Turner, John Constable and William Blake, as well as more recent
graduates Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Catherine Story and Eddie Peake.
It occupies subterranean space between the RA’s main buildings, Burlington House on Piccadilly and
6 Burlington Gardens, which – 04 – (face) Mayfair. This year 767 people applied for the 17 free places
– 05 – (offer) each year.
Christopher le Brun, the president of the RA, said the school was one of the organisation’s founding
purposes and the gift of money – 06 – (ensure) its continuation for the next 250 years. He said the artists
and architects who run the RA want the education side of its operations to be better known. ‘The general
perception is that we are a set of exhibition galleries with the most wonderful exhibition programme you can
imagine…the academy as an academy – 07 – (slip, somehow) out of sight.’
The RA – 08 – (cost) the necessary improvements – which cover everything from new plumbing and
electric to providing a better library – at £15m.
The gift comes from a charitable fund in the name of Julia and Hans Rausing. Rausing, one of
Britain’s wealthiest men, hit the headlines in 2012 when the body of his drugs-dependent first wife, Eva,
– 09 – (discover) under several feet of duvets, blankets, tarpaulin and TV screens in their Chelsea home.
Her body – 10 – (lie) there for about two months. Rausing had hidden his wife, he said, because he could
not face her – 11 – (be) dead. He – 12 – (give) a suspended prison sentence for preventing the lawful burial
of her body.
Rausing married Christie’s art expert Julia Delves Broughton in 2014. The couple’s charitable fund
has given more than 220 grants totalling more than £185m since it – 13 – (found).
Rebecca Salter, keeper of the RA, said the Rausing gift would allow for the renewal of the campus.
‘This is unashamedly not an expansion of the RA School; we are small, we are free, and we are going to stay
that way.’ The RA – 14 – (run) on the same principles for 250 years, with money raised by the summer
exhibition helping provide the school’s free art education.
Kira Freije, who graduated in 2016, said the RA course provided an opportunity to fail as an artist,
and time to recover. ‘I graduated feeling equipped with the right attitude and ambition to pursue whatever
comes next.’
The work – 15 – (begin, due) in stages in 2021.
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VOCABULARY
Read the article below. Use the word given in CAPITALS at the end of each line to form a word that
fits in the space in the same line. Write your answers in the spaces provided.
New Behaviour Code Introduced
Ethical guides aim to help – 00 – do the right thing –
HEAD
and arm them to confront colleagues who don’t.
One of the most – 01 – images of recent decades has
ENDURE
been that of the superhead: the – 02 –, league-topping
HERO
– 03 – lone-ranger figure, once compared by the former
ENTREPRENEUR
chief inspector of schools, Sir Michael Wilshaw, to a
Clint Eastwood figure ‘fighting for – 04 –’.
RIGHTEOUS
But might the model of the next few decades be different
– a less – 05 – leader, driven as much by a vision of a good COMBAT
society as by – 06 – advantage?
COMPETE
That is the profound wish of Carolyn Roberts, one of the
architects of the Ethical Leadership Commission. The
– 07 – body has been working for two years to come up
INFLUENCE
with a set of values to help school leaders navigate what
they describe as an educational ‘moral maze’, in which
behaviour can be driven by a – 08 – with results.
OCCUPATION
Does the fact that we need to – 09 – the moral purpose
INVIGORATE
of education suggest that something has gone wrong with
school leadership? Is it now – 10 –?
ETHICS
Trying to measure the – 11 – of schools by looking at
EFFICACIOUS
their – 12 – (i.e. exam results) – has made leaders focus
PUT OUT
– 13 – on that and led to a poor balancing of the other
INTENT
things that schools do.
Reports exist about some schools ‘off rolling’: getting rid of
– 14 – students, cheating in exams, ‘gaming’ the curriculum CHALLENGE
by channelling students into easier subjects. And then there
is – 15 – headteacher pay, and even financial scams that
EXORBITANTLY
verge on the criminal.
Headteachers are under intense pressure to keep
improving results. Many headteachers have found
themselves compromised. The – 16 – measures say they
ACCOUNTABLE
have to achieve one thing and the local authority or academy
trust says they have to do it quickly, therefore decision-making
becomes harder and people take what they may view as
– 17 –. In an age where ‘robust’ leadership and easily
SHORT
measured – 18 – are highly valued, the commission could
COME OUT
be accused of promoting a more ‘wishy-washy’ definition
of education.
Michael Gowe, the former education secretary, whose
reforms still shape the lives of many schools, pioneered the
idea of a slimmed-down inspection – 19 – devoid of
FRAME
what he described as ‘peripherals’ such as pupil wellbeing
and community – 20 –.
COHESIVE
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READING COMPREHENSION
Read the article about the hidden costs of palm oil. For questions 01-10, decide which of the sentences (A-M)
above the article best fits into each of the numbered gap in the article. There are three extra sentences.
The Hidden Costs of Palm Oil

A blends well with other oils
B that changes the processed food industry forever
C they are even using the stuff
D that consumer action slowed – not stopped – the destruction
E each of which adopted it
F where worldwide demand for palm oil has lifted incomes
G Europe and the US account for less than 14% of global demand
H which grows in tropical climates
I to produce more palm oil
J it has replaced less healthy fats in foods in the west
K actually does raise the melting point of ice-cream
L let alone how sustainably it has been sourced
M that binds together the particles in fibreboard

01 _____
02 _____
03 _____
04 _____
05 _____
06 _____
07 _____
08 _____
09 _____
10 _____

Palm oil is a miracle ingredient in everything from biscuits to shampoo. But our dependence on palm oil has
devastating consequences. The fruit of the oil palm tree, – 01 –, contains the world’s most versatile
vegetable oil. It can handle frying without spoiling, and – 02 –. Its combination of different types of fats
and its consistency after refining make it a popular ingredient in packaged baked goods. It is increasingly
used as a cheap raw material. It functions as a natural preservative in processed foods, and
– 03 –. Palm oil can be used as an adhesive – 04 –. Oil palm trunks and fronds can be made into everything
from plywood to the composite body of Malaysia’s national automobile.
Worldwide production of palm oil has been climbing steadily for five decades. By 2050, it is
expected to quadruple, as it did between 1995 and 2015, reaching 240m tonnes. The footprint of palm oil
production is astounding: plantations to produce it account for 10% of all global cropland. Today, 3 billion
people in 150 countries use products containing palm oil. Globally, we each consume an average of 8kg of
palm oil yearly.
Of this, 85% comes from Malaysia and Indonesia, – 05 –, especially to rural areas – but at the cost of
tremendous environmental devastation and often with attendant labour and human rights abuses. Fires set to
clear forests and create land for more palm plantations are the top source of greenhouse gas emission in
Indonesia. The financial incentive – 06 – is helping to warm the planet, while destroying the only habitat of
Sumatran tigers, Sumatran rhinos and orangutans – driving them towards extinction.
Yet consumers are often unaware – 07 –. Palm oil is the perfect commodity at the right moment for
industry after industry, – 08 – to replace ingredients and never turned back. At the same time, producing
nations view palm oil as a poverty-reduction scheme, while international finance organisations view it as a
growth engine for developing economies.
Determining which products contain palm oil, – 09 –, requires an almost supernatural level of
consumer consciousness. In any case, greater consumer awareness in the west will not have much impact,
given that – 10 –. More than half of global demand comes from Asia.
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION
You will hear five texts about Annie Lennox’s passion for contributing to women’s rights globally.
For statements 01-08, match texts A-E that you are about to hear. Three statements do not directly
match the texts. Write X instead of a number if no text matches. You will score five points.

01 Women should be prepared to take a risk.

…………

02 It is about the fundamental human rights of girls and women.

…………

03 I want people to be aware of the world’s injustices.

…………

04 Relaxing isn’t something that comes easily to me.

…………

05 Working hard helps overcome any fear.

…………

06 What drives me is simply doing what I believe in.

…………

07 I actually did suffer empty-nest syndrome.

…………

08 The perfect Mother’s Day for me is having time with the girls.

…………
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VOCABULARY: PROGRESSIVE TEST
List as many words related to money as possible. You will score 1 point for every 5 correctly spelled
answers.

For example: exchange rate
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